
Pirates - Summer 2 (History)

Vocabulary

word definition

pirate

A person who attacks and robs ships at

sea.

ship

A large boat for transporting people or

goods by sea.

parrot

A colourful bird, with a short down curved

hooked beak.

rigging

The rigging of a sailing ship is made up of the

ropes used to support the ship's masts and sails.

Crows nest

The crow's nest is a small platform high up on the

mast, where a pirate can go to look in all directions

Jolly Roger

A pirate's flag with a white skull and

crossbones on a black background.

Previous knowledge

EYFS

Talked about past and

present events in their own

lives and in the lives of

family members.

Spellings: pirate, famous, parrot, rigging. deck,

beard, flag, treasure, map, hidden, fierce, ship,

gold, silver, scary, eye patch, cutlass, peg leg,

jewels.

Year 1

Know about changes in

and beyond living memory

and begin to sequence

events.

Key Facts

Blackbeard was a famous pirate. He use to light the end of his beard to make himself look scary.

Pirates were not all men - Anne Bonny and Mary Read were two famous female pirates.

Harry Paye is a famous pirate who lived in Poole.

Children were often forced to be pirates as they were small and could fit in tricky parts of the ship.

Pirates did not walk the plank as a punishment, it was invented by Disney for Peter Pan.

Pirates started stealing gold and silver from other ships. Soon ships became too protected so stole sugar and clothes,
Key Questions: Can you name any famous pirates? Are any from our local area? Can you remember the story of Harry

Paye? What would life have been like for a pirate? What were the main jobs that a pirate had to do? What were the

main parts of a pirate ship?


